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Abstract. We begin by introducing the framework of relative Lubin-Tate formal groups,
and state Coleman’s theorem for identifying the module of universal norms in the Lubin-
Tate tower with a subgroup of the units in the coordinate ring on the Lubin-Tate group
(“Coleman’s power series”). Then we discuss the fundamental map, arising from the Cartier
duality pairing and the p-adic comparison theorem, with which one can view a Lubin-Tate
group with a subgroup of a Serre tensor product of a formal torus. This latter embedding
will be essential for constructing measures from universal norms of units in the Lubin-Tate
tower, i.e. for defining the “log-Coleman map”. Approximately, we will cover Sections
2.1-2.3.1 of [2].

1. Measures from universal norms of local units

1.1. The Goal. As before, we will work with a fixed Qp, and view all algebraic extensions of

Qp inside Qp. Let K{Qp be a finite extension of degree h, and let O “ OK. The goal of this
talk is to introduce the necessary ingredients, when h “ 2, to construct the “log-Coleman”
map

(1) µ : U Ñ ΛpOˆ,O1
q

for some finite extension O1{O. This map will be crucial for formulating and proving the
Rubin-type main conjecture discussed in the previous talk. For h “ 1, (1) is essentially due
to Coleman, and see the book of de Shalit ([3, Chapter i.1-I.2]) for full details. The upshot
is that the h “ 2 case is obtained by reinterpreting the h “ 1 case in p-adic Hodge-theoretic
terms, and appropriately generalizing.

More precisely, the main theorem of this (and the next) talk is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let F be a height 2 Lubin-Tate formal O-module relative with respect to an
unramified extension L{K (see next section for the definitions). Then there is a map (1)
which is GalpL{Lq-equivariant. Moreover, letting U1 Ă U denote the subgroup of principal
universal norms, we get an induce map of ΛpGq :“ ΛpGalpL{Lq,O1q-modules

(2) µ : U1
bO1

Ñ ΛpGq

which has ΛpGq-pseudonull cokernel.

1.2. (Relative) Lubin-Tate formal groups. In this section, we largely follow [3, Chapter
I.1]. Let π be a local uniformizer of O. Recall that a Lubin-Tate formal O-module of height h
is a formal group F (Xr`sFY “ X`Y `higher-order terms, coefficients in O, associativity,
commutativity, etc., morphisms are power series fpXq with fpXr`sFY q “ fpXqr`sFfpY q)
with a special endomorphism f P HompF, F q which lifts Frobenius:

fpXq ” Xq
pmod πq, fpXq ” πX pmod X2

q, q “ ph.
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There is an isomorphism r¨sF : O – EndpF q, f “ rπsF . Ehud de Shalit introduced ([3,
Chapter I.1.2]) the slightly more flexbile notion of relative Lubin-Tate formal groups, which
are defined over unramified extension L{K and which carry information about the action
of GalpL{Kq (a cyclic group generated by a Frobenius element φ). The point is that such
relative Lubin-Tate modules occur more “naturally” in nature, e.g. as the formal groups of
elliptic curves with complex multiplication. Let d “ rL : Ks, O1 “ OL, and fix ξ P K of
valuation ordπpξq “ d, and a uniformizer π1 of O1 with NmO1{Opπ

1q “ ξ. Then a relative
Lubin-Tate formal group with respect to L{K is a formal group F over O1 with a special
endomorphism f P HompF, F φq (where F φ denotes the formal group obtained by applying
φ to the coefficients of F ), such that f lifts Frobenius:

fpXq ” Xq
pmod π1q, fpXq ” π1X pmod X2

q, q “ ph.

One can show, as usual, that there is an isomorphism r¨sF : O – EndpF q, but now rπsF ‰ f .

Example 1.2. The proto-typical examples is Ĝm (h “ 1), and formal groups of elliptic
curves with complex multiplication (h “ 1 (ordinary) and h “ 2 (supersingular), ξ “ πd,
f = Frobenius isogeny, L{K the localization of a ray class field extension Kpfq{K for an
imaginary quadratic field K).

Relative Lubin-Tate groups still satisfy the “usual” reciprocity law, i.e. that their torsion
points generate the maximal totally ramified extension of L. Let fn “ fφ

n´1
˝ fφ

n´2
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ f ,

and let F rfns Ă mOCp denote the fn-torsion points. Note that fdn P EndpF q, and in fact
fnd “ rξnsF .

Theorem 1.3. For every n P Zě0 there is a canonical isomorphism

(3) pO{πnqˆ „
ÝÑ GalpLpF rfnsq{Lq, λ ÞÑ pω ÞÑ rλsF pωqq @ω P F rf

n
s,

and which fit into an isomorphism Oˆ „
ÝÑ GalpLpF rf8sq{Lq.

Remark 1.4. The reciprocal of the above map (i.e. u ÞÑ pu ÞÑ ru´1sF pωqq) is the usual local
Artin symbol.

We denote the inverse of (3) by κ : Oˆ „
ÝÑ G :“ GalpL1pF rf8sq{L1q.

1.3. Coleman’s map. In this section, we largely follow [3, Chapter 1.2] Letting X be the
Lubin-Tate parameter on X, we have ΓpF q – O1JXK, and we can view f P O1JXK. Coleman
defined an operator Nf : ΓpF q Ñ ΓpF q characterized by Nf pgq ˝ f “

ś

ωPF rf s gpXr`sFωq.
Define the universal norms of local units by

U “ lim
ÐÝ
Nm

O1
pF rfnsqˆ,

which carries an action of G :“ GalpL1pF rf8sq{Kq – Oˆˆxφy – Gˆ∆ (φd “ 1). We define
the Tate module of F to be

TF :“ lim
ÐÝ
fφ´n

F φ´n
rfφ

´n

s,

and we define a basis of T to be elements αn P F
φ´nrfφ

´n
s with fφ

´n
pαnq “ αn´1. Coleman

proved the following fundamental theorem.
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Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 1.2.2 of [3]). Fix a basis α “ pαnq of TF . There is an isomorphism
of G-modules

(4) Colα : U „
ÝÑ ΓpF qˆ,Nf“φ,

where Nf “ φ denotes the subgroup consisting of elements with Nf pgq “ gφ. For β “ pβnq P

U , we sometimes write Colαpβq “ gβ, and gβ is characterized by gφ
´n

β pαnq “ βn. We also
have the following properties:

(1) gβ1β2 “ gβ1gβ2,

(2) Nf pgβq “ gφβ ,
(3) for all σ P G, gσpβq “ gβ ˝ rκpσqsF .

1.4. Measures. We follow the definition of [3, Chapter I.3.1]. Let’s define what we mean by
measure. Given a profinite group G, and R Ă Cp a bounded subring (|x|p ă 8 for all x P R),
we define the R-valued measures on G as the ring ΛpG,Rq consisting of finitely additive R-
valued functions on the Boolean algebra of compact open subsets of G. We will often look
at examples where G is a Galois group. For a locally constant function f “

ř

aU1U on G,
we can define

ş

G
fdµ “

ř

aUµpUq in the obvious way. Assuming R is complete, we extend
this to all continuous functions on G via Riemann integration (approximating continuous
functions by locally constant functions). Given a continuous function f on G, we sometimes
abuse notation and let µpfq “

ş

G
fdµ.

If G is finite, then compact open subsets are just singleton sets, so we have isomorphism

ΛpG,Rq – RrGs, µ ÞÑ
ÿ

gPG

µptguqg.

Hence, for a profinite group G we have ΛpG,Rq – RJGK.

Example 1.6. Of fundamental importance is the following observation for G “ Zp, some-
times called Amice’s transform. Recall that by Mahler’s theorem, for any subring L Ă Cp,
any continuous function f : Zp Ñ L can be written as fpxq “

ř8

n“0 an
`

x
n

˘

for an P L. Hence,
we get an identification of rings

(5) ΛpZp, Rq – RJT K, µ ÞÑ

ż

Zp
p1` T qxdµpxq “

8
ÿ

n“0

µ

ˆˆ

x

n

˙˙

T n.

Similarly, for G “ Zrp, the continuous functions
`

x1
n1

˘

¨ ¨ ¨
`

xr
nr

˘

form a basis, and we get an
identification

(6) ΛpZrp, Rq – RJT1, . . . , TrK, µ ÞÑ

ż

Zrp
p1` T1q

x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1` Trq
xrdµpxq.

Observing that rxsĜmpT q ` 1 “ p1` T qx, we see as in the last lecture that Ĝm (resp. Ĝr
m) is

the canonical formal group on which to construct measures on Zp (resp. Zrp).

1.5. Map to a formal torus. In this section, we use the Cartier duality pairing and the
p-adic comparison theorem in order to map our Lubin-Tate group into a Serre tensor product

(7) F ãÑ Ĝm bB,

where B Ă B`dR is some p-adically bounded subring.
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Given a finite group scheme S of exponent pn, let Š “ HompS, µpnq denote the Cartier

dual. The trivial pairing F rpns ˆF rpns Ñ µpn , which fits into a pairing at infinite level

F rp8s ˆ}TF Ñ µp8 ,

where }TF “ lim
ÐÝpn

F rpns. In other words we get a natural identification

(8) }TF – HompF rp8s, µp8q.

Height h “ 1 (i.e. classical) case: Let us briefly recall how p-adic Hodge theory is
(implicitly) used in the height h “ 1 case (cf. [3, Chapter I.1.3]). Letting W “ W pFpq,
Lubin-Tate theory gives us an isomorphism

(9) F {W
„
ÝÑ Ĝm{W,

which is used along with (4) to produce the desired map (1). Another way to say this is that

the dual }TF “ lim
ÐÝpn

F rpns is an inverse limit of étale group schemes, and so has a section

α P }TF pW q over W . Using this and (8), we get an isomorphism of p-divisible groups over
W

α : F rp8s{W
„
ÝÑ µp8{W,

which (by Tate’s equivalence of the category of connected formal groups with the category
of connected p-divisible groups over complete Noetherian rings, [4]) gives (9).

Height h “ 2 case: How can we hope to get something like (9) in the h “ 2 case? The
p-adic de Rham comparison theorem for the p-divisible group F rp8s gives an inclusion

(10) Ω1
F rp8s{O1

idR
ãÝÝÑ p}TF bBqGalpL{Lq

– HomB´linearpF rp
8
s bB, µp8 bBq

GalpL{Lq,

where B Ă B`dR is a p-adically bounded ring.1 Such a B exists because Ω1
F rp8s{O1 is a free

rank-1 O1-module. Here, the left-hand side of (10) denotes the invariant differentials of F ,
and the Galois action on the Hom ring on the right-hand side is given by

(11) σpfqpxq “ σpfpσ´1pxqqq.

Hence, we get a map

Ω1
F rp8s{O1 Ñ HomO´linearpF rp

8
s bO, µp8 bBqGalpL{Lq.

Henceforth, fix an invariant differential ω P Ω1
F rp8s{O1 , and denote the associated map2

θω : F rp8s bO Ñ µp8 bB,

which by the above ((10) and (11)) is a map of p-divisible groups over O1. (This crucially
uses the Galois-invariantness of ω as guaranteed by (10)!) In fact, since the O-action on ω
is simply given by multiplication, and so θω is also a map of O-modules, where the O-action
on the source is given by the O-module structure on F rp8s, and the O-module action on the

1Recall that B`
dR has a natural p-adic topology, has a natural GalpQp{Qpq-action, non-canonically B`

dR

is isomorphic to CpJtK for a “Fontaine 2πi” t “ logrp1, ζp, ζp2 , . . .qs, and there is a canonical embedding

Qp Ă B`
dR by Hensel’s lemma, compatible with the Galois action.

2This is just a map of points on the p-divisible groups.
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target is given through the natural inclusion O Ă B. Of course, we have a natural diagonal
inclusion of O-modules

∆ : F rp8s ãÑ F rp8s bO,
as well as a splitting

(12) F rp8s bO – F rp8s ‘ F rp8s˚

where F rp8s˚ the p-divisible group F rp8s with the conjugate O-action (where “conjugation”
refers to conjugation by the non-trivial element of GalpK{Qpq). Then (12) implies that θω
factors through an inclusion

θω : F rp8s ãÑ µp8 bB,

which again by ([4]) gives the desired inclusion (7). Essentially, one shows that the kernel
of θω is F rp8s˚, since the O-action and the conjugate O-action on µp8 b B (given by mul-
tiplication and conjugate multiplication through O Ă B, respectively) are not compatible.
Then ∆pF rp8sq X F rp8s˚ “ 0 under the identification (12).

In the next talk, we discuss how the map θω, a map of points of p-divisible groups, can be
used to define measures on Oˆ.
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